
NRC, a natural look and 
clearly visible eyes without reflections  

The eyes are windows to the soul.
 When interacting with other people directly  

through digital meetings or photos on social media,
you want them to be able to see all of your facial expressions.   

  
Tokai’s No Reflection Coating reduces reflections on the lenses 
to a minimum, providing a natural look and clearly visible eyes. 

NRC can be further enhanced with an additional digital filter 
to reduce the negative effects of blue light.
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Tokai’s No Reflection Coating achieves unparalleled low levels of perceived reflections  
(approx. 0.19%). This sets a new standard in luminous efficiancy and reducing visible reflections. 

NRC combined with a digital colour filter reduces blue light by approximately 13%!

NRC is a hydrophobic, ultra scratch proof and anti-static coating with fluorine top layer.

The digital colour filters reduce eye strain caused by usage of digital devices. The light pale colours 
also give a more natural and fresh impression of the eyes. 
They are ideal for people seeking functionality and fashionability.
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* measured with 1.60 index, S0.00, CT 2mm 
The blue light cutoff rate conforms to the guidelines of the Japan  
Medical-Optical Equipment lndustrial Association.
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hydrophobic anti-static
Prevents micro 
scratches while 
wiping.

Fluorine-based 
treatment. 
Ensures high 
lubricity and  
water repel-
lence.

2kg of steelwool 
is moved 50 
times from side 
to side on the 
lens.

Fluorine-based 
treatement 
ensures  
high scratch 
resistance. Static electricity  
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Blue light cutoff by approx. 13%


